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Erica T Capri is the author behind the "A Thin Line"
Trilogy Series. She is a stylist, film producer,
entrepreneur, and playwright. Her work as a
playwright has become popular over the years with
her production performing at Colleges and theatre
stages. She's the rock star mother of two young
children and COO of Gemlight Publishing LLC. Erica
wrote over twenty pieces in the combination of stage
plays, screenplays, children fiction, and novels. She
has no plans to stop writing and hard at work on her
book and film releases.

AUTHOR MISSION STATEMENT
I am a crafter of the world and an explorer of
hidden history. I bring the reality to life on the page
while yearning to mend broken souls. My passion
lies in bringing stories to transform, inspire and
empower the world.
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A THIN LINE BETWEEN LOVE & OBSESSION
BOOK ONE OF UNRAVEL SERIES

WILL A
CHANGE COME!
Kendall Anderson seems to have everything
– a picture-perfect marriage that most
people would envy. Kendall appears to be
living “the life”, married to the top district
attorney in the city of New Orleans and living
a fashionable lifestyle. But after the death of
her child and having multiple miscarriages,
Kendall begins experiencing depression and
abandonment issues. Desperately seeking to
regain control of her life, Kendall looks to
fulfill her spiritual battles in all the wrong
places. Her life takes a mysterious turn for
the worse. She refuses to lose anything else,
and adapts the mindset “If I perish, I perish!”
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FIGHT FOR
ANOTHER LIFE!
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Refreshed and newly divorced, Kendall Alexander
fortuitously encounters an extremely attractive man
during a flight for her business to New York City.
Reeling from mixed emotions caused by her
previous marriage, she is forced to revisit a past
filled with scorn, shame, and infidelity. Upon arriving
in New York, Kendall has an unexpected encounter
with her ex-husband, Larry, revealing a shocking
secret – a child unknowingly born of her frozen
embryo! Kendall redirects her efforts, seeking
answers and sets a course to fight back and expose
the vicious crimes committed against her. She
continues to question the magnitude of the
unfairness of her life and is determined to not be
defeated a second time. Will Kendall escape her
fears and fight? Or will she take the risk and face the
terror of life?
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A THIN LINE BETWEEN LOVE & REVENGE
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KARMA THAT
NEVER ENDS!
Trials and temptations seem to be out for Kendall
and Connor when Isabella shows up with a gun to
Kendall's face on their wedding day; Kendall is bent
on turning Isabella to God even after Isabella
attempts to kill her and kidnapping her children.
Connor is not safe as his past life, and a very
notorious old friend shows up, trying to break him
and his wife Kendall to the point of no return.
With many prayers and trust in God, Kendall and
Connor were able to get Isabella to salvation, but
this old friend from Connor's past life seems difficult,
and her approach is about to cost Connor and
Kendall a life.
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TARGET AUDIENCE
WHO SHOULD READ
Battered woman
Sexual abused victims
Domestics violence victims
Voiceless Victims

BOOK BENEFITS
highlight value of
overcoming
reinventing your identity
get and keep a strong
prayer life
learn the key reclaiming
your voice

BOOK EXCERPT
WHY ME?
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Feeling fatal worthlessness. Have you ever wondered why you struggle to command
the respect of others? If so, those moments stem from your self-loathing and feelings
of undervalue and worthlessness.
Often, when we have been criminally violated, without brutal force or guns, and
forced to keep silent, we question ourselves – “WHY ME?” Our life births the feelings
of insecurity and soon after, we conclude that there must be something wrong with us
to have been touched in the wrong way, assaulted, or violated.
Over time, that negative feeling grows and ripens to total numbness, and then, we
begin hurting others who love us. We can, sometimes, convert the burden of hate for
our predators to doubts and self-hatred.
But, here’s why you should expel negativity from your thoughts – God has set you on
a wonderful path to a great destiny, then comes the enemy to steal, kill, and destroy.
You’d be mistaken to think that predator-prey situations are a matter of strength and
weakness. No! The enemy has one goal and one mission – to snatch away the destiny
God has called you to fulfill – and he’ll do that by any means necessary. In the end,
just like the walls of Jericho, you must pull down your masks and stand naked – in
spirit – before the world.
With brevity and a wide smile to spite the enemy, say out loud; “WHY NOT ME? I’m
extraordinary. If I wasn’t a rare gem, the enemy wouldn’t find me worthy enough to
attack and attempt to destroy. I’m a threat to the enemy! I know that now! So, yes! I
may have suffered an Incest, but I survived. Yes! I was raped, but I still have even some
of my sanity. Yes! My innocence was taken, but my life and purpose was unscathed. I’m
too hard of a nut for the enemy to crack. I have been given this ‘optional’ rich LIFE and
so great a destiny. I choose to live. God is my Captain and I am the passenger.
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Why this series is
important to the average
person?

Why this series is important
to you, personally?

How reading your books will
change the minds/hearts/lives
of readers?
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experiences/expertise that
led to your books?
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writing or when did you start?
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Key takeaways you hope
readers/audiences find in
your books?

How do you build trust in
your readers/audiences?
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you seen other make that's
related to your message?
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